
Schedule a cleaning or hygiene appoint-
ment in October for your child and 

receive a FREE custom mouth guard!

Plus, they will be automatically entered 
to win a Sonicare electric toothbrush! 

(Drawing to be held Nov 1, 2015)

OCTOBER 

SPECIAL

“STRAIGHT” 

TALK FOR TEENS

Let’s face it - getting metal braces is 
not at the top of your kid’s list of 

things they really want. With 
Invisalign Teen®, we can straighten 
your teen’s teeth without those metal 

wires and brackets.

Tooth decay affects U.S. children more than any other chronic infectious disease 
and, left untreated, it can impair a child’s ability to eat, speak, sleep and learn. 

There are a lot of changes happening in school-age children’s mouths.
(Think: losing baby teeth, getting permanent teeth, etc.).

1. They are virtually invisible!

2. They are completely removable, allowing your teen to eat all of their favorite 
foods. And, they can keep brushing and flossing as they normally would for 
proper oral hygiene. Try that with braces.

3. Whether they play sports or a musical instrument, a mouth full of metal is 
restrictive, and no fun.

Invisalign Teen® can help end the battles that metal braces can cause between 
a parent and the teen – well, at least SOME of the battles! Call us or stop in for 
more information.

They WILL appreciate YOU for this!

INVISALIGN TEEN® FACTS

OCTOBER NEWSLETTER

Make an Appointment

Have your ghosts and goblins bring their bags of candy to our office, sign the 
big card for the soldiers and enter our drawing for a Sphero’s Star Wars BB-8 

Droid in exchange for $5 per bag of candy received!!!! Hang around for a spell 
and have some boo bites and spider cider! We will be sending all of the candy 

to Operation Gratitude who then ships it out to troops overseas! Halloween 
candy represents a warm memory of life "back home" so let's help support our 

soldiers and give them a little piece of happiness!

START THE SCHOOL YEAR OFF RIGHT

Schedule regular cleaning appointments with your child’s dentist twice a year, 
establish daily brushing habits and make sure they brush at least twice a day 

with a soft-bristled toothbrush, use toothpaste that contains fluoride, make good 
nutrition a top priority by packing healthy lunches and snacks for them, and have 
them wear a properly fitted mouth guard while participation in organized sports, 

PE classes or playground activities.

So what can you do to keep your children healthy and smiling 
through the school year?

Ask yourself: Would you smile as 
much without your front teeth? Would 
you miss biting into a piece of fruit or 

an ear of corn? This is an overall
concern for both adults, and children 
alike. Whether it’s biking, exercise, or 
even a friendly game of volleyball, a 
custom-made mouth guard should 

become a must!

GUARD YOUR SMILE

Life is better when you smile.

Make an Appointment

We are hosting our 3RD ANNUAL 
CANDY BUY-BACK PROGRAM on

Tuesday, November 3rd
from 3-5:30. 

TRICK OR TREAT

AND SCORE!

 Dr. Schafer and her team support this 
cause and will be drawing a name for a 
basket of pink goodies.  To enter, simply 

“LIKE US” on FACEBOOK during the month 
of OCTOBER.  

 We will contact the winner at the end
of the month!

OCTOBER IS
NATIONAL BREAST CANCER 

AWARENESS MONTH! 
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